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UOP Goes to the Orient
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For the story on Powderpuff football see page six.

CUcono's Search for Head
by Marianne Moyn
Since June approximately are open to everyone. Some
fifteen UOP students, faculty fifteen people, have already
members, and members of the participated in the reading and
Stockton community have been evaluation of approximately fifty
involved in a search for a new applications in the last four
director to head up a Chicano months.
studies program for UOP.
The candidates are now
Finding one man, however, for narrowed down to four and
three jobs is not an easy task.
reportedly the next step is to
The committee sent out a bring these candidates to the
flyer in July to attract possible school for personal interviews.
candidates for the job which The candidates will spend one
stated: "We are looking for a
day meeting with the committee,
person
with
successful one day in the community, and
professional experience in the the final day meeting the
field of Chicano studies who can students,
faculty
and
offer courses in our fledgling administration. The committee
Mexican-American
studies has had diffulties in obtaining a
program.
quorum for a meeting to arrange
Along with administrative these visits but hopefully they
corses, the director will will begin sometime before
reportedly be expected to Christmas.
establish a
good
working
"We have not really defined
relationship with both the the total responsibilities or the
Chicano groups on campus and limitations or expansions of the
the Mexican-American
situation yet" reported Reuben
community of Stockton. Dean Lopez, director of the HEP
Caldwell, Chairman of the program and a member of the
Committee, reported that search committee.
Last year the Mexicancandidates of "ethnic descent
and life-experience which can be American Studies Program was
related to those of the housed in the School of
disadvantaged
Mexican- Education. Its home base this
American community" should year is still uncertain and will
also be stressed.
depend on the decision of the new
"We are determined that director.
The
teaching
whoever comes in as director responsibilities of the director
does not come in under any are also dependent on how
misapprehension,"
said extensive a program the director
Caldwell and that the meetings
see page 2

Last May the Executive students will be accepted. The
Policy Committee approved the program including room, board,
creation of a new affiliation transportation, and tuition will
between the University of the cost the Pacific student no more
Pacific and Sophia University in than he would spend attending
Tokyo, Japan. As a result of this UOP and living on campus for
affiliation, Pacific students now one year. The program is a year
have the opportunity to study in program. Students will lejave
Japan for a year. This is the first from New York the end. of
all University wide program -August, and will study through
providing
opportunities
for the middle of June. In order to
qualify, a student should have a B
students to study in the Orient.
The program is open to average along with the desire to
students who are sophomores or study in a foreign country.
juniors. The program is Students participating in the
primarily
designed
for Year-In-Japan Program will live
sophomores, but some junior in either dormitories or private
homes, depending upon their
particular preference.
The purpose of the program
is to acculturate the foreign
student to the Japanese milieu
through four main courses;
history, comparative sociology,
comparative literature, and
comparative religion. Students
interested in the program do not
need to study Japanese before
they go, but will be required to
take a concentrated course once
they arrive in Japan.
Dr. Arnold Sheuerman
A special course entitled
"General Introduction to Japan"
is planned for participating
students between the months of
September and December. A
series of lectures will be given on
the following topics; General
Counseling
services Introduction to Asian Studies,
available to students will be General
and
Specific
expanding as of November 11. A
Bibliographies for Japanese
"walk-in clinic" will be held
every Thursday morning from 8 10 am at the Cowell Student
Health Center, where students
can obtain counseling without an
Ted F. Baun of Fresno has
appointment.
been re-elected president of the
Mrs. Beth Mason, director of
University of the Pacific Board
the Counseling Center, explained
of Regents.
that this clinic was established
Baun, chairman of the board
because of the large number of
of Baun Construction Company
students wanting counseling
in Fresno, was re-elected
without needing the full fifty
yesterday (October 26) at the
minutes usually allotted to an
first regular meeting of the board
appointment. Under this new
since Stanley McCaffrey was
system, a student with a problem
named 21st president of UOP
may visit the clinic on Thursday
earlier this month.
mornings
without
prior
Baun has been a member of
arrangement, and talk with a
the board of regents since 1950
counselor who will focus on that
and president since 1953. The 1927
particular problem.
Pacific graduate is active in
In this way the walk-in clinic
Fresno civic affairs and
will have a more direct focus
currently is serving as president
than counseling services on the
of the Fresno Chamber of
other days of the week. As Dr.
Commerce.
Arnold Sheuerman, a local
The University's governing
psychiatrist who contributes his
board
also
re-elected
the
time on Thursday mornings,
following officers to serve onestated, "The clinic's emphasis
year terms with Baun: Dr. Harry
will be on the here and now; on
W. Lange of Bakersfield as vice
president;
Don B. Wood of Lodi
see page 9

Walk-In

(I'm Always Next)

Studies, Chronological Outline of
the History of the Great Periods
of Japan, Government of Japan,
Constitution of Japan, Political
Parties,
University
Life,
Research, Classical Literature,
Mass
Communications,
Buddhism,
Confucianism,
Shintoism, Japanese Art,
Architecture, Kabuki, and the
Modern Theater among many
other subjects. In connection
with this course, special field
trips to Kyoto and outlining
districts of Tokyo are planned.
During the Christmas vacation,
students will have an opportunity
to travel around the Orient if they
so desire.
As a result of Pacific's
affiliation agreement, federal
loans and state scholarships are
transferable to this program.
Academic credit will be
awarded by the University of the
Pacific so that a student will not
lose credit toward graduation as
a result of participation in the
Year-In-Japan Program.
The program will officially
open for University of the Pacific
students in the fall of 1972. Any
students
interested
in
participating in this program
should
see
Mrs.
Judith
Chambers, Assistant to the
President and Coordinator for
International
Education
Programs. Her office is on the
first floor of the Administration
Building.

Regents Re-Elect Baun

as secretary; C. Vernon Hansen
of Sacramento as assistant
secretary and Mrs. Gene Raney
of Turlock as treasurer.
Regents re-elected to sixyear terms on the board were Dr.
Frederick T. West and Bishop
Charles F. Golden of San
Francisco; Judge Sherrill
Halbert of Sacramento; Dr.
Kenneth
W.
Adams
of
Bakersfield;
Robert
M.
Eberhardt of Stockton and Mrs.
Raney.
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Chicano's Search for New Head

Was It Worth It?

Men's College in Pomona, where Before being able to set
will want to establish.
Financial backing for the the Mexican-American studies program for the majors in
Last week, this author the prevailing opinion seemed to
program was reported at the last program is pattered to the field, the director will decide
attempted to examine the be, as David Bennett explained,
college.
Claremont direction to head the prog
committee meeting by Dr. cluster
conflict over the approval of "In my mind, the question was
McCrone and it appears that the recruits top Mexican-American and its significance for
money paid to four ASUOP whether the work was worth it,
director will be responsible for educators, limited not only to students' future. As Rei
officers: David Bennett, Carter not whether it was legal."
finding many of his own financial Chicano studies, but numerous Lopez admitted, the goal w
Brown, Lois Killewich, and Paul Bennett and Nasman went on to
sources. Due to the lack of other fields including psychology be to get top people in the fac
Nasman. The four had stayed on explain the "worth" of the
communication in the realm of and
sociology.
There
are "to get shoulder to shoulde
campus this summer to complete summer's work.
the directors responsibilities in problems also as Lopez reported other departments in U(
some much needed work
They spent many hours
the past, all of these facts whether to label the program There is a need for a prog
planning for the new university
concerning the job will be pointed "Chicano,"
Mexican-Ameri with"quality,
integrity,
In this article, several center. Paul visited several other
out to the candidates.
can," or "Latin American."
academic value" to ach
questions
had
been left universities in an effort to see
this,included Lopez.
unanswered and several people how other student unions were
A list of Mexican-American
"The students and
left un-interviewed. It had been run and how effective they were
related courses at UOP is being
Whether the program will be community are extren
the author's intent to conclude in meeting the students' needs.
drawn up to aid the candidates.
geared to primarily Chicano important in the decision" ac
those interviews in this issue, After approximately 30 days
Reuben Lopez has been in touch
students
or to the general student
Lopez. One of the three Chic
however, at the time of this work, the ASUOP office put out
with the director of Claremont
body
is
another
large question.
students on the commi
writing the senators involved an impressive 60 page booklet
Mando Flores, felt that
were
not
available
for setting down guidelines for the
questioning. In an attempt to new center.
committee is dominated poss
relay their views, I will
unintentionally by the fac;
Bennett and Nasman were
summarize portions of the also the only remaining student
members. Flores saw that
by Daphne Felthouse
ASUOP Senate minutes of Sept representatives
"intellectual jargon" used by
on
the
Mr. D. K. Bhutani, consul cellabies
and
samosas, faculty
12; the meeting at which the Presidential Search Committee.
tended^ to inh
general
of India, San Francisco decorations on the audience's
budget was discussed.
discussion from the commui
Other work was done in the area office, was the guest speaker at
foreheads, red dots of kum-kum, and that students tended to
Below are the major of establishing a rock concert Callison's colloquium last week.
called buidi, and 3 line forehead away from criticizing the tri
objections to approving the policy and attempting to work Also held that week was an decorations, representing belief
of the meeeings due to
summer budget as listed in the out a program in which students evening of Indian dance and
in Skiva, savite, one line superior faculty education.
coud
get
substantial
discounts
on
minutes. There were two main
music presented by Callison
Vashivite (Vishnu), and chalked
The university as a wh
reasons why the senators merchandise from local Stockton students returned from India.
Indian designs in the quad.
merchants.
seems
to be placing a stri
objected to the salaries. First,
Monday,
Bhutani spoke
A unique presentation was emphasis
on
commun
Lois
Killewich,
head
of
they felt the tuition rebates which
briefly on several questions also given, a cross cultural music
involvement
which
furtl
all the ASUOP officers received National Priorities, also felt she prepared
by
Callison's show of guitar by Jonathan
stresses the importance
during the year were sufficient to was doing the students a service Bangalore provost Margaret
Meredith and Tapan Mukerjee
cover all work done by them, by remaining on campus. She Cormack.
The
questions and Frank Young on tabla. These haveing a director capable
established
five
areas
that
she
organizing a good commun
including work done in the
concerned the general nature of
performers hope to present a program and relations betwe
summer; and secondly, the felt students wanted to hear India today, and her foreign
university-wide show in the
the
university
and
t
senators believed that the free about, and then proceeded to relations. One student asked if he
future.
research
each
area
and
obtain
community.
housing provided in McConchie
would care to speculate on the
expressly for the officers should speakers to come on campus. possibility of a war with
have covered much of their living According to Lois, it sometimes Pakistan. He immediately
takes up to 6 to 8 months advance replied, "All speculation is
expenses.
planning
to get a speaker on
Another objection voiced by
undesirable." Student reaction
the senators was that since campus, and she believes, "If I to his concise but evasive
0
ASUOP is already operating on a hadn't been here this summer, answers such as this was that
STUD INT
ADDING r
the
program
would
have
suffered
tight budget, the $5,786.64 spent
nwriTMs
they would have liked to get into a
MACHINES CAL^i*Je0RS
during the summer on salaries from lack of planning."
S MONTHS SIS
longer discussion and not dwell
P^rhpas her statement best on
and supplies could have been
ELECTRIC FORTHUES o
superficialities
and
sums up the feelings of all the
allocated to other programs.
SI0.00 M0KrHlT
generalities concerning India
^WiWOO
*— •Kto-m
The final objections made by ASUOP officers when she says, today.
My intentions this summer
the senators were that they were
Bhutani's
speech
was
HERMES
were for the good of student preceeded
not able to evaluate the quality
by
a
short
TYPE* t«
government. Now, this problepi
and quantity of work done by the
MBWC Ut ifiHCS
presentation of Indian dance and
(of
dissent
in
the
senate)
has
tnu m
officers and that funds should not
music. The same performers and
be allocated without prior senate been a real shock to me."
others presented a 2 hour show
In the author's opinion, the Wednesday evning.
approval.
entire
conflict over these salaries
When the author spoke with
That night there was the
is most unfortunate. There are
the remaining officers involved,
"Diwali celebration", request
few people,
including the
.. T
ing students to put candles in
dissenting senators, who would their windows.
deny that the work done by these
The show consisted of Indian
four officers was beneficial. The flute music by Doug Paulsen,
has worked with ,he
industry fir f J.
*
-insurance
only sensible move for the senate
ilsuralle rltl,
IT" !°cBPr°Ve Jhat ,he colle9e ^dent deserves lower
classical Indian dance, Bharata
now is to pass a by-law proposed
to 40 V bl^l!!'
c? members often realize reductions from 20%
Natyam, performed by 4 Callison
throuah th!A.Thil 9'°up-oriented Policy is written
by Tony Vaughn that would girls, a sampling of Indian foods,
tS0C
a,ed
In excLiv! *
'
College Student Underwriters and provides under
require prior senate approval for
an exclusive agreement with College Student Insurance Service Inc
November li all allocations of student funds.
For a personalized quote, fill in the blank below and send It to
This would prevent similar teacher sign up in Owen Hall at ll|
by Ken Nichols
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Bhutan! Evades Issues
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GROUP-DISCOUNTED AUTO INSURANC
for ASSOCIATED STUDENT MEMBERS

situations from arising again.
It is time now for the senate
and administration to stop
fighting each other and get back
to the business they were elected
for serving the students.

loc

Office - North Hell
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elementary in room 106. This is a|
mandatory meeting and anyone
not attending must not expect to
each next semestpr

CHINA, CRYSTAL
STERLING, GIFTS
Open Thursdays 'til 9 p.m
Free Gift Wrap
and Delivery

CSIS, 2740 FULTON AVE, SUITE 105B,
SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95821 or
TELEPHONE (A/C 916) 482-6658

Name

-•Mh date:

Address

Telephone

-Zip.
-School

Year and make of can

Married?
-Model

Present policy expires (date):
No. of years licensed to drive:

^Hunter

W8
~

s<udios
Atrrmie 463 8913

No. of moving violations, last 3 year.:
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Rumored to be the mother of Morton J. Kaiser

What Is A
Morton J. Kaiser?

by Morton Kaiser Liberation
Front
Two freshmen of the College spread the word through silk
of the Pacific made a long screened shirts and signs. The
distance collect phone call to the Free University has announced
Bronx at 1:00 in the morning in Kaiser's existence in its bulletins
mid-December of 1970 from the and even the dead serious SMC
pay phone on the first floor of has used his name on one of their
Casa Werner. The recipient,
leaflets.
The highlight came at the
Morton J. Kaiser of 120 Gale
homecoming game when newly
Place, refused the charges.
However, this phone call has appointed UOP President
had revolutionary repurcusions Stanely McCaffrey gave a
affecting all of UOP and soon special emergency award to the
Morton J. Kaiser Memorial
colleges throughout the nation.
Morton Kaiser is the Kazoo Band. On that same day
forgotten American. He exists the original two carried word to
solely as a name in the phone the visiting Idaho fans via a
book and a voice late at night. He cheerleader of theirs.
Ed Wallis plans to set up a
is symbolic of the imprisonment
of all of us. Thus by freeing table in Berkeley's Sproul Plaza
Morton J. Kaiser we free us all. for Morton.
How can you help? Phone
Already the Morton Kaiser
Liberation Front has spread collect 212-KI3-7279 or write
throughout the school. At first the Morton J. Kaiser, 120 GalePlace,
cause was spread by two former Da Bronx, New York, New York.
freshmen, Colin J. Perry and For further information contact
David L. Freitag. However their Colin Perry, Dave Freitag or Ed
lonely dedicated labor is now Wallis in West Hall.
bearing fruit.
Why not?
written by the MKLF...
Art major Ed Wallis has
NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
RENT—TO OWN

$10 per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks - No gimmicks — No interest.
EOMONAGHAN'S

Itockton
ypewriter Co.

0owntown;-249 E Miner
Lincoln Center North
Lodi—107 W ••ine St.

NORTH STORK NEXT TO PAY LESS
OPEN Til 8 P.M. MON -FRI. SAT. S P.M.

metric

$lfews

10% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD.
1833 Pacific Ave

462-6616

Dear Editor:
When I attended College of
the Pacific, neither the student
body nor the administration
would tolerate such an ad as
"Make Love, Not Babies" in The
Pacifican, Octobeber 15,1971. To
sell a product the advertisers
advocate sexual intercourse
under the guise of love. The ad
degrades sex, and promotes
promiscuity in sex relations.
Pre-marital sex relations
and promiscuity have a tendency
to destroy true love and
happiness in marriage. True love
in marriage is most important as
to best state of mind,
achievement, and happiness.
Virtue in women is priceless to
men who really stand for
something. Children need to
grow up in an environment of
true love between their parents.
One of the worst conditions
that can happen to a nation is
widespread degeneracy in sex
and the absence of true love. This
can destroy a nation. I hate
promiscuity and perversion in
sex because of the harmful
effects. Depraved people, caused
by degeneracy in sex relations or
other circumstances, are more
likely to be indifferent, tolerant,
or support wrong in society and
government, than people who
stand for high principles or great
causes.
The probability is that some
of the elementary, high school,
and university students who read
the ad were influenced to believe
that pre-marital sex relations
and promiscuity are proper,
more so with elementary and
high school students than with
university students.

There is a serious epidemic
of venereal disease because of
sex promiscuity, and California
rates among the highest in the
nation; the greatest percentage
is in youth.
Several years ago when I
read about theUS Supreme Court
reversing State Supreme Court
decisions which upheld local
ordinances and state laws
against
pornography
and
obscene literature, I knew that
harmful effects would follow,
and the nation would be plagued
with pornographic items in
movies,
magazines,
TV
programs,
paperbacks
and
newspapers.
Today, such
information and entertainment
media generally purvey a low
standard as to sex. The emphasis
is on sensuality and perversion.I
believe this is a main factor or
cause for the promiscuity in sex
and the high rate of venereal
disease.
Universities should uphold
high standards, especially when
they
are
Christian
denominations such as Pacific,
and oppose conditions which are
wrong or harmful in society and
government.
Because of the harmful
effects of the ad, Ihope that you
will omit anything of this kind in
future publications of The
Pacifican.
Sincerely,
Clarence E. Whaley
Class of 1930
Dear Mary,
Monday morning ASUOP
received a free shipment of books
from the university bookstore.

UOP Isolates CIP
by Yvonne Allen
BSU accepted this compromise
and Dr. John Diamond, a Black
religious studies professor was
appointed director of the new
program. I was appointed
tutorial director (and became
director in September, 1970).
In the fall of 1969, 111 CIP
students enrolled at UOP.
Students
received tuition
scholarships based on need.
Each student was responsible for
fees and books. NationalDefense
Student Loans were available to
most students to assist in paying
for books and fees. No provisions
were made for housing-oncampus or meals. Ford
Foundation awarded a $60,000
grant to defray the cost of staff
see page 5

The Community
Involvement
Program
at
University of the Pacific was
conceived as a belated response
to the student-demand syndrome
which swept the nation in 1969.
More specifically, the Black
Student Union and other
concerned students demanded
that 500 Black, Brown and Yellow
students be enrolled at UOP for
the 1969 Fall Semester.
The administration quickly
responded with a request that the
number of 500 be reduced to 200
Third World Students chosen
from the immediate Stockton
community, 50 to be recruited
from the high schools and 150
from Delta Junior College. The
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DELIVERY'

3220 Pacific At
Nmiw 464-7031

Frss Dsllvsry and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

ASUOP set the books out in front
of the office and gave them away,
but asked for donations that
would go to the CIP program.
All day long, people came by,
people from Paul Fairbrooks to
Stevie Student, picking up the
books of their taste. These people
generously contributed over
$27.00 in a little more than six
hours.
Everything
went
beautifully. People were happy.
CIP was going to be even
happier.
But some poor bastard,
around 4:30 pm, came by and
decided to take the little orange
donation cup, instead of books.
The books were still given away
free, but it was unsafe to take
further donations.
If you were around the
ASUOP office at that time, help
your fellow man and drop a note
by ASUOP. I imagine that it
would not have made a
difference to this person if the
money had been donated to
Pakistani refugees.
And to the creep who stole
my towel while I was taking a
shower Monday morning: If I
had my way, I'd sentence you to
forty years hard labor as the
catsup and pickles man at
MacDonalds.
Sincerely and regrettably,
Tony Vaughn
Everybody,
The anti-apathy league of
University of the Pacific wishes
to thank you for a -eception
befitting Halloween. During
Halloween
afternoon
and
evening, I bopped around in a
white face, requesting co ngs for
(United Nations
UNICEF
International
Children's
Emergency Fund).
I was delighted by the
response to whatIwas doing, and
impressed with
student's
willingness to give to this worthy
organization. Altogether I
collected $81.00 which will be
donated in the University's
name. Thanks for making my
Halloween fun and may
children's lives more liveable.
Ruth Goldman

School of Engineering
Engineering students will be
going on a fieldtrip to the Rancho
Seco Nuclear Power Plant on
November
16.
Mostly
Engineering students will be
going but it is actually open to
anyone.
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About 10 days ago an informal meeting was held at the ASUOP
office to discuss the $20,000 deficit. Tony Vaughn, ASUOP vicepresident and chairman of the finance committee, informed a group
of senators that after reconsidering some of the programs submitted
for funds, approximately $13,000 additional dollars would be needed
to fund all of those programs which meet the criteria for funding as
set by this year's senate. This $13,000 we just don't have!
Tony, with the help of Carter Brown, ASUOP finance director,
explained that one way to get the additional $13,000 would be to carry
at least half of the $20,000 deficit over to next year. It was also stated
that the entire deficit could be carried over to next year if the senate
chose to do so.
The fact of the matter is that regardless of what action the senate
takes, ASUOP will be broke and may even be in debt by December 1st
with over half of the year yet to go. Carter Brown further explained
that there has been a deficit incurred by at least 4 of the last 5 student
government administrations. While not stopping to dwell on student
leaders' ability to deal with money, I would like to point out that this
year's government has inherited the residue of deficit spending by the
preceding governments. What do we do?
It was the opinion of the majority of senators in attendance
(myself included) that we should make every effort to pay off the
deficit and cut those programs of least importance in order to acquire
the additional $13,000 needed to fund those programs of primary
importance. At this point the idea of not funding the Naranjado
(yearbook) was discussed because of the dissatisfaction of some of
the students with last year's publication, and because if it was not
funded it would mean about $14,000 that could be put into areas of
primary importance.
Although not funding the yearbook is only one possibility, it is
quite evident that ASUOP doesn't have any money left. My personal
feelings are that:
1. We must pay off the deficit since it's time someone accepted the
responsibility for paying student debts, past and present.
2. We should stick to the criteria of funding as the senate set it up a
couple of weeks ago: community involvement and related programs
first.
3. Assume responsibility as senators to look at each program
e,very effort t0 cut wherever possible,
Tuinp1. ?nd ma
ASUOP salaries included.
One thing is for sure: no matter what happens, the most we can
hope for is a little financial breathing room. Should any additional
programs or events need funding in the spring semester, it's doubtful
they will ever become a reality. An outside hope is that we may
possibly be able to present a music concert in the spring that would
reap some financial benefits, but this is only a possibility.
The irony of the entire situation is that student body fees went up
and still we can't make ends meet. Where will it all end?

ha

Punky's Dilemma
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"Wish I was a Kellogg's cornflake, floatin' in my bowl takin'
movies... Sounds familiar, doesn't it? It should, for those were the
immortal words written by Art Garfunkel for the tune "Punky's
Dilemma."
To some, these few words sound like a corny children's rhyme,
yet, far far more is said in those words. Take another look, this time
read what the words say. "Wish I was a Kellogg's cornflake, floatin'
in my bowl takin' movies." I sometimes have the same wish.
You know a cornflake or a cloud for that matter, is a fairly
objective thing, not influenced by white or black, rich or poor, loud or
quiet. So then what would happen if you did take this unbiased
cornflake, gave him a camera to record what he saw, then sent him
loose on the world?
In Punky's film footage there would undoubtedly be one senseless.
see page 7
'Associated Students

JAZZ CONCERT

J ADVANCE TICKETS FREE TO ASUOP CARD HOLDERS,
& ik.

,
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needs in the daily program.
In contrast, the Bilingual
program should be designed to
concentrate heavily on the basic
fundamentals of both the English
and Spanish simultaneously.
Total English or total Spanish
will not assist this type of student
as he truly is not aware of his
strengths or weaknesses in either
language.
Finally, I would like to
mention that I realize the
tremendous variety of needs
which confront the non-English
speaker, however, I have have
attempted only to bring light
upon a few of the concerns within
the ESL and Bilingual programs.
The non-English speaker will
learn if given the "honest"
assistance of all persons with
whom they come in contact.

-.

at

the ASUOP office, afternoons.

iSunday, N o v e m b e r 1 4 , 1 9 7 1 , 8 : 0 0 P M
UOP Conservatory

WHERE DO YOU GO
WHEN YOU WANT TO
BUY A FIFTH AT 1:00
AM FRIDAY NIGHT?
MONTCLAIR LIQUOR
Oakridge Center
7555 Pacific Avenue
477-9290

1
2
3
4
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' C A N N O N B A L L " ADDERLY QUINTET
JAZZ, AN EXPERIENCE IN BLACK MUSIC

a n informal s e r i e s , f r e e t o t h e c o m m u n i t y

Sunday, November 14, 1971, 2:30 PM,
D Cnnonwrntnmi
UOP Conservatory

JAZZ PIANIST GIVING LESSONS
I teach Theory, Harmony &
Technique.
Also styles: Jazz, Blues & Rock.
Contact Tim McLane at
466-4388 or 948-2125.

We carry:

Information and Reservations call (209) 466-4833

Available at Miracle Music and Weberstown Box Office
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by Robin Stockton

Feature a creature crashing through the locked door of your
residence hall during the middle of an ordinary Thursday night.
Feature the screens protecting your windows caving in on top of you,
sending a deluge of ungodly creatures descending upon you.
This is neither a figment of the author's imagination nor a B o b
Wilkins special. These incidents which I have described are
frighteningly real and I saw them occur. The point is that invasion of
one's room, YOUR private domain can happen to YOU.
The setting of this horror story takes place in the room of one of
your friends. She (he) has the flu and you are typing a paper for her
(him). Needless to say, your pathetic friend does not wish to be
disturbed. You are both believers in the privacy of your own rooms, so
you merrily go about typing the paper.
Suddenly and unexpectedly, your typing and solitude are
interrupted. Your friend's entire room shakes and rumbles from the
pounding at her door. Her light rattles back and forth, ready to smash
your head. The receiver on her phone falls off its catch, bumping
numerous vases of flowers on her desk which crash and die on her
floor.
Her wilting room vibrates with monstrous sounds from the
torture at her door. You do not know who is persecuting her or why.
Before you have time to think of a solution, creatures come bounding
before you through an earth-shattering explosion.
You open your eyes to see your friend's door completely
demolished. The door knob has been thrown somewhere outside of
your private world, never to be seen again. You stare in shock at two
unfamiliar creatures before your wide eyes who grin at their
accomplished feat. Cat got your tongue?
You resident assistant has calmly observed the situation and now
she steps forward with a consoling solution: your friend will not have
to pay for the new $35.00 door to be installed "first thing in the
morning."
Your friend gives the bastards $ .50 to clear out of her room while
you stare in disbelief at the dead door. You review Ihe situation in
slow motion before your disgusted eyes but you still cannot believe
that it happened.
Your friend must guard her room until the next afternoon when
two maintenance men spend one hour putting in a new door. The
friendly little men in their overalls laugh at the damaged door as if
college pranks for the Halloween festivities have begun ahead of time
this year. The sad fact is that what has happened is not a joke. It is
deadly serious and you do not know of a damn thing to do about it.
Incidents with creatures breaking into your room do happen. You
do not know who they are or why they do it. This is supposed to be a
university with students who are to function as adults if thev expect
adult treatment. Yet, you find yourself believing you are in the midst
of a pack of drop-outs from Beach Blanket Bingo.
You spend more than enough money to derive a certain degree of
satisfaction from this university. You get out of it what you out in.
But, I ask you, how can you contribute to UOP, let alone society, when
you are not even safe in your own room?
Next time you think of relishing your precious time in your
private room, remember" it can happen to you, anything can.

University of the Pacific

'CANNONBALL" ADDERLY QUINTET

Tickets $.1.00

|
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We as Mexican American
educators often hear that the
dominant society is seeking
native speakers of Spanish to
administer and direct English as
a Second Language (ESL) and
Bilingual programs within our
present system of elementary
and secondary education.
What we as Mexican
American educators don't hear is
that many "teachers" within
these schools only use the ESL or
Bilingual program as "dumping
grounds" for the many Chicano
students who are identified as
"problem students," "not
college material" or "culturally
disadvantaged students."
Let's be realistic, Mexican
American students have a
culture and heritage which has
greatly contributed to the
enrichment of the dominant
culture. In many respects the,
Mexican
American
culture
greatly adds to the welfare of all.
An ESL or Bilingual
program should be conducted in
an organized manner, under the
directorship of an able and
capable person, who is bilingual
and who has the unique talents of
making the program a success.
However, this leader must be
recognized and assisted by all of
those within the target area.
Verbalizing assistance will not
substitute
for
working
assistance.
As a Meixan American
educator, may I strongly suggest
that we should not place all nonEnglish speaking students of
Mexican descent into the same
"bag." As educators we should
administer some type of
measure in English and Spanish
in order to realistically measure
the student's aptitude as to his
capability of successfully
mastering the fundamentals of
our school system.
Initially, the school system
must be able to delineate
between the capable student of
Mexican descent, who has
mastered his basics and whose
only "crime" is his inability to
function in the English language,
from the student of Mexican
descent who is unable to
realistically function in either
the Spanish or English language.
The ESL program should be
designed to meet the needs of the
student whose only "handicap"
is his inability to speak, read and
write in the English language.
This studentshould be placed in a
regular classroom with a
substantial amount of individual
attention, focusing upon his

f
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Beer
Groceries
Party Supplies
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ASUOP Changes
Budget Priorities
by Bobby Alexander
Three weeks ago at UOP, a few organized bodies of students
came forth to express their opposition to the manner in which ASUOP
funds were allocated.
The outcome of this action has been a realistic and much needed
reassessment of the role which student government has with respect
to its relationship with campus organizations addressing themselves
to specific needs; and of the utmost importance, the adopting of a
policy consistent with the hopes and aspirations of those of the
community whose otherwise legitimate and rightful interest in this
institution has been avoided due to lack of economic or political
powers.
Now this should not be misconstrued to mean that at one time
there did exist, to some degree, influence on the university's direction
in carrying out its role by the Blacks, Browns, and others of this
community who have no economic or political power.
Because it is common knowledge that due to the nature of the
founding of this institution and the factors surrounding its founding,
Blacks and Browns have always been excluded not only from UOP,
but unfrtunately the larger portion of all institutions dealing in this
area of social regeneration.
But what it should be understood to mean is that as the ASUOP
senate moves closer towards clearing the way for a truly
representative student government, the Blacks and Browns and
others of the community, lacking this power to influence, have
available a responsive and concerned meansby which community
concerns can be transmitted.
Because of the nature of educational institutions within America,
there has never existed a ture-to-form institution which has dealt
realistically in the areas of minority experiences. The result of this
has been a consistent and ongoing deteric ion of the value of
education to the masses. Education served as a means of promoting
white nationalisn and racism, and in doing this they were most
effective. The history and experiences of thousands of Blacks and
Browns in America were excluded from the teachings in American
institutions and as one of many consequences, the rolds and identities
of Blacks and Browns were distorted to conform with the opinion and
desires of white racist America.
The decision by the ASUOP senate to reorder priorities should be
looked at and understood to be a positive step in the direction of
reversing of the past policies of educational institutions and providing
for minorities a means by which interests of Blacks, Browns, and
others in this institution will take on some meaning in what is taught
and how it is taught. Hopefully, this will not be the end to such actions.
In making this decision, the senate showed that it is willing and able to
accept the burdensome tasks which their responsibilities entail.
And in the light of what is known to have happened at other
institutions, where student power reached a level where it actually
began relating to the people, it will be interesting to see how long the
MAN will allow this progressiveness of student power.

Cannonball to Preform
Cannonball Adderly, jazz workshop in jazz as an
alto saxophonist, will appear in experience in black music the
concert with his quintet afternoon of the concert.
Julian
"Cannonball"
November 14, at 8 pm in the
Conservatory. Adderly is being Adderly was born in Tampa,
brought here by the ASUOP who Florida, on September 15, 1928.
is featuring him as the first event His father, a former cornetist,
was, at the time of Julian's birth,
in their 1971-72 jazz series.
This series will bring to UOP a speech teacher in a
Florida,
high
jazz performers of great merit as Tallahassee,
well as popular appeal. The school. Both Julian and his
Nat,
were given
series is designed to encourage brother,
meaningful contact between instruments at a young age with
artist and listener, to downplay the hope of fulfilling their
many of the commercial aspects father's dream that they become
of concert production by offering professional musicians.
concerts at very low prices.
His group consists of his
Special attention has been brother Nat on cornet, Walter
given to selecting artists willing Booker on bass, George Duke on
to involve themselves in teaching piano, and Roy McCurdy on
situations, in giving clinic and drums. The Adderly Quintet
lectures, attending classes, and exhibits versatility with hard
communicating on a personal swinging jazz, soul music,
level with students. Adderly and authentic African rhythms, and a
his Quintet will be conducting a lively pop sound.

In the last year Cannonball
and his group have given lectures
at
many
colleges
and
universities under the title "An
Experience in Black Music" in
conjunction with Black Studies
and Music programs. The
members of the Quintet are all
college graduates and discuss a
composite history of jazz as well
as exploring the academic
possibilities of jazz. They also
demonstrate examples on their
instruments.

• • • and UOP Isolates CIP

from page 3
and tutorial services for two
years.
Many students and faculty
members expressed concern
that CIP students feel welcome
on the campus. In response to
this, the fraternities and
sororities offered a total of 25
lunches to CIP students, if food
service would match another 25
lunch tickets. So, 25 students
were assigned to eat in various
fraternities and sororities, and
the other 25 were given lunch
tickets.
By November, 1969, CIP
students eating in the fraternities
and soroities decided that they
felt
uncomfortable
and
unwanted. These students voiced
their opinions to other L/tudents in
the program and the BSU. It was
decided that all concerned
groups should pay a friendly visit
to one of the sororities. Some 40
students visited Tri Delta in
order to seek a deeper
understanding of the issue at
hand.
During this meeting, it was
Registration
for Winter
Greg Share, a Delta student,
apparent
that the issue was not
is a reviewer for a newspaper in Term and advance Spring Term
lunching
at
the sororities. Rather
will
be
at
the
same
time,
Nov.
8th
Milbrae. He receives two free
tickets for Bay Area musical - Dec. 4th. Students enrolled in the issue involved alienation felt
events in order that he can the following schools will pick up by CIP students on the UOP
their registration materials at campus. Since CIP's 50 students
review them.
their
individual
school; were recent high school
The problem is that he has no Raymond College, Elbert Covell graduates, and subject to
way to get to the Bay Area. If you College, School of Pharmacy, identity problems common to
have a car and are interested in School of Engineering, Callison other students their own age, the
seeing musical events free, call College and Conservatory of group decided that campus
Share at 477-2304. On November 9 Music.
housing was needed to help the
he is planning on traveling to the
students become more involved
Students living on campus
Circle Star Theatre to hear Sara will receive their packets in the in campus life.
Vaughn and on November 30, dorms. All off campus students
In mid-December, all UOP
Jesus Christ Superstar. He will may pick up their packets administrators, CIP staff and
share his free tickets for a ride. November 8th at the registrar's BSU representatives met to
office. If you do not receive you discuss the problem. The
There will be a run-off election material by November 10th, or if following week, 39 CIP students
received housing for the duration
Tuesday
for
the vacant the registration material you
Senatorial seat between Charles receive is incorrect come into the of the year. In addition, daily
lunch tickets requiring CIP
registrar's office.
Richardson and Tom King.
director's authorization, were
made available at the students
request.
Presently, CIP has 150
students, approximately half of
the
total
UOP minority
enrollement. To date, 35students
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
have graduated. Most of the
Party Supplies - Groceries graduates are employed at
Keg Beer - Free Delivery
California Youth Authority and
125 E. JAMESTOWN
Stockton Unified School District.
STOCKTON. CALIF.
The primary concern of the
PHONE 478-3275

SeyvUti't Liquors

Julian "Cannonball" Adderly

CIP program is educating the
students and the Stockton
community to the needs of poor
people. Over 50 CIP students are
actively engaged in programs on
campus and in the community
which serve the poor. This kind of
involvement has raised the
possibility of more Universitysponsored internship programs
which will grant academic credit
for working in the community.
The
Business
Department,
Sociology Department, Raymond
College, Callison, School of
Engineering, Recreation and
others have classes which
directly relate to field work.
Though
the
problems
concerning meals, housing and
other campus services for CIP
students remain pressing issues
in the program, CIP students are
concerned about the lack of
concern on the part of other
ASUOP students. At a time when

student
demands
seem
outmoded, significant strides
toward
greater community
involvement
seem
also
outmoded.
Certainly
many
students are dissatisfied with the
world situation and seek four
years of rest behind the ivy
covered walls. Yet, the world will
not go away. It must be dealt with
and confronted on its terms.
Many students have felt that
CIP has remained isolated and
aloof from University intrigue.
We have been very involved on
campus, tending to the business
of surviving. Intrigue is reserved
for those who have time to waste
time. CIP does not intend to
waste time and we vill work
effectively with other groups
sharing our concerns in building
an atmosphere of respect, not
"liberal understanding" among
people at the University and in
the Stockton community.

ATSEIKETC
WE SERVE FUN
(ALSO
P I Z Z A )
OPEN 11:30 AM

• 21 KINDS OF PIZZA *BEER
• CRISP TOSSED GREEN SALADS
• OLD TIME MOVIES SHOWN NITELY
TRY CHICK & CHIPS! MarinatedDouble
Single S I-76
$2-95
family $4 75
chicken and spicy fried potatoes
TRY BUNCH-OF-LUNCH!®Pizza, $

„
spicy chicken & salad. All you can eat for 1. O O

PIZZA PARLOR &

: SMETSye
1000 W. Robinhood Dr.
Phone 478-3121
(Stockton)
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Conservatory

loin the March for Peace
by Richard Ganibrell,
Student Mobilization Committee

Newsic

nn..« u
.
by Doug
Haverty

hv

For the march in San Francisco tomorrow, November 6, buses
will be boarding between 6:30 and 7 am. Tickets may be bought at the
Anderson Y anytime today. Also, if there is room, you may buy a seat
Saturday morning. Business will be in front of the Y. We will get back
at 7:30 pm. Ask for a sack lunch with your meal ticket.
You, as the prime mover in this must get out and draw into the
movement others; those people with the power and the numbers of
people that our deaf government WILL hear and obey.
The government is supposed to represent the people. Yet, when a
large majority of people say they want our troops home NOW the
government does NOTHING. The war must be stopped. Already the
country side of Vietnam is almost totally destroyed. At least a million
people have died since the US interference into the war, many many

On Tuesday, November 9 at
Music by Beethoven, Ravel
Nov. 5
8:15 pm, the exciting baritone and the Nin-Culmell War Scenes
Sight-Singing SessionOpen to
voice of Dickson Titus will be (Walt Whitman poem) by Rorem
public. 7:30 pm. Music Anne
heard in the Conservatory. This will be sung. Rorem dedicated
(for further details, contac
is another in the "Resident Artist this piece "to those who died in
Timothy
Kolosick, 478-1710.)
Series".
Vietnam, both sides during the Nov. 7
Titus is an assistant composition: 20-30 June, 1969."
Dr. Charles Schilling orj
professor of voice at the
The program will be recital.
4:00pm.
Inters t,
Conservatory and has been since accompanied
by
Donald Center-Oakland.
1965.
Dollarhide at the piano.
Instrument Repair Clinic by ]
Magellan. 7pm. Music Annex
•
__
Ell
(sponsored by MENC)
uW9 a VC m6" 'nJUrued' Billions of dollars have been spent, and for
LOllM*!1
§III*AC RamSm
Nov. 8
hat. A million deaths. Thousands of destroyed villages. Thousands
•|w%IE1e™$ DCQ||f
0 homeless villagers. Just think for a moment of all the starving
Orff-Schulwerk method of mu;
teaching, Clinic for thera
and to study in fellowship.
majors. 9:00am-4pm. Mu;
HumPanPFrL?miStiaRtrand
Later, in 1964, an anonymous Annex D.
Catholic Stocktonian inspired by Nov. 9
is the design for this year's 15th
the ecumenical ideals of Pope Dickson
containing communism." We ignore the terrible plight of so many
Titus,
baritonannual George H. Colliver and
VN USA> and for what, a million deatlts? IS IT WORTH
John
XXIII established
a Resident Artist Series, 8:15 pm
f™",'" P
Pope John XIII Lectures on
foundation to bring outstanding the Conservatory.
Vietnam "h f66 h0W'. S° many g°vernment officials have gone to November 8-9.
Catholic
scholars to UOP.
Wh" 'hey "e
Nov.10
d£S„Sl,eV,ng
™ "art
The late Dr. George Colliver,
founder
of
the
Department
of
Peter
Thompson, violin; Senic
lh'-'s»,a cls' N;™°
as Johnson did, to Religious Studies, founded the
Monday and Tuesday, Recital. 8:15pnii 1 Conservator!
1
vnfee m
' immediate withdrawal. The more people Who lecture series in 1957 to provide, Revert d Andrew Young, Jr.,
Nov.11'
m°re the g°vernment MUST listen. Please
fnr an Ih
executive vice president of the Gary Coates, aito saxophone
in
his
words,
a
new
opportunity
for all those deaths, all the injured, all the homeless starving people'
Southern California Christian
get out and come march with us...tomorrow! Tickets are only $2 50 If for all who are engaged in the Leadership Conference, will Senior Recital. 8:15 pm i;
Conservatory.
you have any mentions, go to the Anderson V. We wS gladly bfo'Snv work of Christian personality relate political oppression to the
Nov. 12
fulfillment through the home,
the MARCH A'S°'
"ltormation ls -"""'able there. See YOU at church, school, and group church.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Recital
Lutheran church pastor, 8:15 pm in Conservatory.
agencies to
•an
^
_
oficiiciw
iu share
snare their
ineir concerns
cone
Reverend Richard Newhaus,
CHAPSL
from Brooklyn, will lecture on
the liberation of patriotism.
Thur. Nov. 11 7:00 pm
James
Finn,
Catholic
by Sally VanDyke
"Hup-on! Hup-two! Hike!"
layman
and
present
editor
of
behind!
PRISONS & PERSONS
Sounds like an excerpt from
game, the ASS coaches held a Worldview, will approach
Many times winning doesn't friendly get together after the
a Pacific Tigers' game? Well it
individual freedom and human
Four Ex-Convicts Who
could be, only this time the voice come that easily. If jt takes a game (with the stipulation of "no solidarity.
little
unnecessary
brutality
Now
Attend Chico State
's a little higher and the center
fights, girls, let's make
Panel responses follow each
Will Be Guest Speakers
weighs about 120 pounds instead toward their opponents, well
friends! "). Of course you can be of these lectures. Judge Joseph
that s the way it goes (just don't
of 200!
friends all you want before and Kennedy, John Vasconcellos,
Catonsville Nine". Davie Nap
let
the ref see you!). Football
But, the game...football and
after the games, but during a Assemblyman from the Bay
Dean of Chapel at Stan!
Players are not out to make
the objectives... to win that game
game, friendship doesn't exist!
University, will also for yard
Area, and Booker Anderson, a
nends, and that's obvious
are the same and the Jockettes
ideas.
SHIT has 16 offensive plays black from the Richmond City
because
if
looks
could
kill
1
from South Hall can tell you all
which they execute during the Council, will be on hand.
Registration will take pi,
Powderpuff football at times
about what it's like to be a
games. Coaches John Ahlers and
November
8 at 9am at the Cent
UOP's
drama
department
winning...and a losing team in has turned out to be much more Paul Laumena say the team has
Methodist Church. Admissior
will present "The Trial of the
serious
than
was
ever
meant
to
Powderpuff Football.
no problems with the fancy
free to all students.
be when the SHITs faced the
SHTTwtf Muath0S' QP for the ^bSs (Aardvarquettes Super maneuvers, but instead it's the
SHIT (South Hall Intramural
easy plays that cause all the
Team) Jockettes says, of course Stars). South Hall was pretty trouble. They also stated they
they are out to have fun during "Pset at this defeat. They had
were pleased to see how every
f
games, but the most even practiced three days in a girl just happened to fit perfectly
important objective is to win! row before the game, so into her own position. Most of the
1,000 Young Women
inning always comes first and disappointment reigned after girls on the team already had a
that
bout.
But,
to
relieve
the
t0
relieve
n i lust
u s t sort
s o r t of
o f ffollows
o l l o w s tension
mm,g
the !k
little insight
into footba
1,nsigh,t int0
football before
Hall didn't
•
mm
—c xi wni scratch
S
•«<•
S
The nJv.lv,

what is the Make-up of a Powder-puff
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d° start thinking

Week 5 about it a lot when game time
Nites = draws near- Th's builds up just
I enough
-
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Center 478-5615
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We re across from The Big Sl.de.,

THE BINDING AND

*pressure
~ so
"Jvz they can
VJcUl
really let loose during the game.
I As you can see, football certainly
! doesn't accent the feminine
-qualities in a lady.
As a matter of fact, there
jsees to be more injuries during
lone powderpuff game, than on
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Main St. Bicycle Supply

Ifliiimimm
Schwinn Built Bicycles
Sales-Parts-Repairs
free parking in rear

guaranteed bike repairing
at reasonable prices
739 E. Main
ph. 462-0707

also Gitane
open 8-5:30

Tlger

field

Elbows

To Receive
8 Free Pairs
of Earrings
Per person

fJy

language is heard which would
make SAE blush, and some
Pretty fancy footwork evolves
during the course of any game.
But, there are always coaches to
stop any fights!
But, win or lose, the South
Hall Intramural Team is a pretty
air-fighting, jolly crew. Thev
enj°y being in competition and
they believe it promotes, on the
sP°rtsmanship.
Aft
11 g°°d
;usnothowyouplaythe

gime
game, it s just so long as YOU

Absolutely no Obligation
Present this Ad at:
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Controversial
UOP
A
prominent
Chinese
dramatist, whose most famous
work has been branded an' 'act of
treason" by the Communists in
his homeland, is now teaching
Chinese
literature
and
philospohy at Callison College.
Professor Yao Hsin-nung,
who came to the UOP faculty this
fall from the University of
Hawaii, has an international
reputation in Chinese literature
and drama. His play The Malice
of Empire was the cause of a
serious controversy between
Chinese Communist leader Mao
Tse-tung and Liu Shao-chi,
chairman of the government,
during
the Great Chinese
Revolution in 1967.
Yao revealed that his play
was the topic of a leading article
in the Red Flag magazine, a chief
Chinese Communist publication
that represents the orthodox
party line. The April 30, 1967
issue asked whether the
Professor's work was patriotic or
a national betrayal.
According to Yao, the article

Dramatist loins
Faculty

by Dayna Petersen

leveled attack on his play, which not only for a permanent place in
had subsequently been made into Chinese literature but also in the
a film. The chairman of the literature of the world, was
government in 1967, Liu Shao- recently translated by Jeremy
chi, had approved of Yao's film. Ingalls and published by the
The article in the Red Flag tried University of California Press. It
to discredit Liu Shao-chi for his is believed to be the first
approval of the film.
translation into English of a
"They tried to prove that Liu modern Chinese play.
Shao-chi was an early running
The
play
presents a
dog of Western imperialism," dramatic episode in Chinese
stated Yao.
palace politics during the last
The drama was first years of the 19th century. The
performed in 1941, banned in play concerns the malicious
China the following year by a persecution of the young
Japanese occupation order, and emperor by the Manchu
outlawed again in 1949 by Mao. In Empress Dowager, as she
1967 support for the play in any attempts to retain control of the
form was termed an "act of empire. Based on historical
treason" in mainland China.
events, the drama analyses the
In spite of the ban, the play psychology of tyranny and
has been adapted into a number indicts despotism.
of regional theaters in various
Yao and his family left
parts of China.
Shanghai, China in 1948. It has
"My play is not dead. It is in a not been safe for him to return,
different form, omitting my due to the Communist control of
name from the credits," stated the government and the ban
Yao.
placed on his play.
The Malice of Empire,
"It is hard for someone who
described as a strong candidate is an intellectual and well-known
in China. The Communists
demand conformity to party
lines. In order to stay I would
have to condemn my education in
missionary schools and in the
United States. I would not like to
do this kind of thing," stated Yao.
Yao revealed that he stayed
year's
AAUP
President,
Ambrogi listed the following away from Communist China
three things:
because of the greater freedom
1. He would like to bring the outside.
faculty together over common
"At
times I
become
issues in a way no one else has nostalgic. Being Chinese, I am
concerned about what is
been able to.
2. He will attempt to bring happening to China and the
about the faculty's awareness of Chinese people," Yao concluded.
issues in higher education on a
national scale.
3. He hopes to have the AAUP
act an intermediary agent and
open the AAUP's resources to the
grievance
committee
in
grievance matters.
3. He hopes to have the
AAUP act as an intermediary
agent and open the AAUP's
resources to the grievance
The Both/And will present
committee in grievance matters.
Sanders'
exciting band Tuesday,
Ambrogi is also a member of
October 26 through Sunday,
the California Conference of
AAUP chapters, representing October 31, for what promises to
independent
institutions
in be a rare musical presentation
Northern California. He plans to for Bay Area fans. This will be a
have a number of informal one week exclusive Both/And
discussion meetings on problems Presentation.
Rahsaan
Roland
Kirk
such as: the wage/price freeze,
the public discussion of tenure, opened Tuesday, November 2,
for one week of his fascinating
and other issues.
Dr. Ambrogi feels that these musical experiences, at the
types of discussion meetings will Both/And, a Bay Area jazz hall.
All shows begin at 9:30 pm.
aid him - in encouraging and
facilitating a more effective Musicians' Workshops are held
Sunday afternoons at 5 pm.
faculty government.

Dr. Ambrogi Supports
Faculty Govemaieat
As a result of an election that
was held last spring, Dr. Thomas
Ambrogi is now serving as
president of UOP's chapter of the
American
Association
of
University Professors. Ambrogi,
a professor from the Department
of Religious Studies, replaced
Dr. Catherine Tisinger as AAUP
President.
The American Association of
College Professors is devoted to
advancing standards, ideals,
and welfare of the academic
profession.
Today
the
association has more than 90,000
members and speaks as the
authoritative voice of
the
profession.
In response to some of the
things he would like to do as this

SONY

Both/AndPreseiits

SONY

Looking For

SONY

We hate
them all!

TAPE RECORDERS
TAPE DECKS. TAPE. ACCESSORIES
ONN
TMUIS.
•Tit f

SONY

6130 PACIFIC AVE. 477-0082
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Calaveras Calendar
by Ann Sheppard

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 5
Bay Area: Van Morrison will appear at Winterland along with Taj
Mahal, Lamb, and Wet Willie. Show begins at 8 pm. Tickets are S3.50
advance sale, and $4.00 at the door. This show will appear Saturday
night also.
UOP: The new End Zone Coffee House will open tonight at 8 pm.
Anderson Y Films presents "Nights of Cabiria" at the Anderson
Lecture Hall. 6:30 pm and 9 pm. Free to ASUOP card holders, 50* to
others.
Stockton: San Joaquin Delta College will present the film, "The
Assissination of Marat as Written and Directed by the Marquis de
Sade and Performed by the Inmates of Charenton" tonight at 8 pm in
Building ZI2, Room B. Admission is free.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6
Bay Area: "Tommy," the Who's Rock Opera, has been extended
another week. This week will be its last running at Friends and
Relations Hall, 660 Great Highway in San Francisco. Curtain time is
8:30 pm. Admission is $3.50 for adults, and $2.50 for student rush.
"The Randy Newman Concert" tonight at 8:30 pm at the Masonic
Auditorium in San Francisco. Reserved seats are $2.50, $3.50, and
$4.50.
UOP: Anderson Y Films presents "Nights of Cabiria" at the
Anderson Lecture Hall. 6:30 pm and 9 pm. Free.
MONDAY,NOVEMBER 8
UOP: Anderson Y Films presents "Tertium Quid" at Anderson
Lecture Hall. 7, 8, and 9 pm. 50* for everyone.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9
UOP: Dickson Titus, professor of voice at the Conservatory, will
appear in concert for the Resident Artist Series. 8:15 pm in the
Conservatory. No cost for admission.
"Tertiun Quid" will be shown at Anderson Lecture Hall. 7,8, and 9
pm. 50* admission.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10
UOP: Peter Thompson, Conservatory violin student, will present his
senior recital at the Conservatory. 8:15 pm. Free.
Anderson Y Films will be showing "Shame" at 6:30 pm and 9 pm
in the Anderson Lecture Hall. 50* for everyone.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11
UOP: Gary Coates, alto saxophone, will perform his senior 'ecitalat
the Conservatory of Music, 8:15 pm. No cost.
The film "Battle of Algiers" will be shown tonight at the
Anddrson Lecture Hall, 6:30 pm and 9 pm. 50* for everyone.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12
Bay Area: Bill Graham Productions presents Ten Years After and
Yes at Winterland Arena. Show time is 8 pm. Tickets are $3.50,
advance sale, and $4.00 at the door.
Joy of Cooking and John Fahey will appear at Berkeley
Community Theatre. 8 pm. All seats are only $2.00 advance sale, or
$2.50 at the door.
Stockton: San Joaquin Delta College will show the foreign film,
"Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors" at 8 pm in building Z12, Room B.
Admission is free.
UOP: Anderson Y Films presents "Duet for Cannibals" at the
Anderson Lecture Hall. 6:30 pm and 9 pm. Free to ASUOP
cardholders. 50* to others.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia will present a recital at the Conservatory,
8:15 pm. No cost.
Anyone interested in advertising an event in the Calaveras
Calendar should submit the information to Ann Sheppard, 464-3412 or
leave the information in my box at the Pacifican Office. The event
must be submitted two weeks in advance.

Punky's

Dilemma

from page 4
A-bomb blast at Amchicks, police brutality and governmental ego
trips. If Punky had enough film he could capture the depletion of our
natural resources, and the tons of poisons dumped into our air and
water daily, just to make the almighty Buck.
Punky could live on under these conditions, because Punky is
only a thought.
But under these conditions man will die a slow agonizing death.
And when man dies, Punky will die. being he is only a thought of
man's. I'd say off hand that Punky was faced with quite a dilemma.
He also realized this, he got an idea! He would show his films to
mankind in hopes of stopping what was sure to happen.
The Big Day came, and the films were ready to be seen. It seemed
that all was set except one thinr...the audience.
The funny thing is that the audience never did show up.
Punky and I wonder why.
c„u..iman
Think about it
Randy Schulman
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San Jose
Beats Pacific

by Dan
As in so many games this
season, the Tigers jumped out in
front producing the first score of
the game; but in the end, the
story finished in a loss, the way it
has seven times this season.
San Jose State took charge of
the game when they exploded in
the second quarter, scoring 21
points of their 28-18 victory over
Pacific.
It was Spartan quarterback
Dave Ellis, and a strong
offensive front line, who led the
San Jose State offense to a total of
323 yards and four touchdowns.
Ellis' aerial attack totaled 163
yards and 2 touchdowns.
Although Ellis had a fine
evening,
the
Pacific
quarterback, Carlos Brown,
came through with the same total
of passing yardage, 163. Brown
was at the helm all evening and
started the night off right when
he marched his offense, on the
first set of downs, 88 yards in 12
plays for the first touchdown of
the game.
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The play that helped keep the
drive alive was a 24 yard pass
from Brown to Tom Gordon.
Mitchell True contributed to the
score with two big 16 yard runs on
the option play, Brown pitching
to him on the end run. Jim
Holmquist drove the ball through
the uprights for the extra point
that gave Pacific an early lead of
7-0.
In the second quarter San

Harriers Run Strong

Kaufman
Jose State recovered a Pacific
fumble, and five plays later tied
the game. IttookSJS their full set
of downs to finally break through
Pacific's goal line defense to
score on the fourth down and
inches. SJS scored two more
times in the second quarter to
lead at half time, 21-7.
In the third quarter the
Spartans cashed in first with a
touchdown the first time they had
possession of the ball. Marching
46 yards in 8 plays, they scored on
a 15 yard pass completion from
Ellis to Otis Cooper. Later in the
third quarter Jim Holmquist
connected with a 31 yard field
goal to add three points to
Pacific's total. At the end of the
third quarter Pacific trailed 28-

10.

In the fourth quarter all the
scoring was done by Pacific.
Trying to come back, a drive
constructed by Carlos Brown,
ended in a 2 yard scoring run by
Mitchell True. The attempt for a
2 point conversion by Mitchell
True was good as he ran the
needed yardage to collect.
Pacific ran up a total of 11
points in the second half to SJS's
one touchdown in the third
quarter, but it was not enough as
Pacific lost 28-18.
This Saturday the Tigers
take on the Rainbows of Hawaii,
in Stockton at 7:30 pm. Last year
Pacific played in Honolulu
against Hawaii and lost by two
touchdowns scored in the fourth
quarter. In the series standings
Pacific leads 9 to 3. Maybe a
second victory is in store for
Pacific Saturday.

Tight end Tom Gordon hauls
down a Carlos Brown pass in
last Saturday s game against
San Jose State.

Last Saturday proved to be a
turning point for this season's
cross country team. The team,,
which up to this point has failed to
place in tri-meet competition,
finally got on the right track by
placing second to California
State and defeating San
Francisco State at the Coyote
Hills Regional Park Course in
Hayward.
It was an outstanding day for
the Tigers as Mathyas Michael
walked away with first place in
25:09 and got his first victory of
the season. Michael, who paced
himself with John Caldwell
throughout the race, opened up
his stride in the final quartermile and walked away from the
pack.
Caldwell also ran strong the
duration of the race, but was
edged out of third place by
Humberto Hernandez of Cal
State. Caldwell, incidentally,
beat Hernandez at the Pleasant
Hill Invitationals, on a course
much less demanding that

Coyote Hills.

The Coyote Hills course
without a doubt, provided the
toughest terrain the team has
performed on yet this year. The
fact that the Tigers have had no
hill training proved to be
detrimental, however, Pacific's
top runners were persistent. Not
only did Michael and Caldwell
perform surprisingly well for the
Tigers, but Les Anderson also
came through in the clutch and
managed eighth position with
27:47.
Although the team appears
to give the impression that they
are gaining ground on their
competitiors, tougher competi
tion is on the way. November 13
will no doubt be the toughest
match for the team, when they
meet in San Diego for the PCAA
league meet. After this meet, the
oeam's top competitors will go to
the US Track and Field Feder
ation Western Regionals Novem
ber 20th in Fresno.

Intramurals Roll On ;
Aardvarkettes Win
Second half action got under
way last week in the Men's A
League with two shutout
victories. Phi Kappa
Tau
blanked SAE 20-0 and Delta
Upsilon overpowered Phi Delta
Chi 26-0.

Bill Breeden played an
outstanding game for DU,
scoring on a pass from Dave
Picanso and intercepting two Phi
Delta Chi passes.

Regular powderpuff piav
concluded with three shutouts
last week. Kappa Alpha Theta
tied Raymond 0-0, and Alpha Chi
Omega was on the scoreless end
against Southwest 26-0, and the
Aardvarkettes 27-0.

This week, playoffs began
between Southwest, Theta the
Aardvarkettes, and either Blind
Faith or Covell. Scores were
unavailable at press time.
Other scores:
A League
Aardvarks 6, Phi Delta Chi "6
(makeup)
Aardvark 7, SAE 0 (forfeit)
B Division 1
Raymond
7,
McConchie 0
(forfeit).
Grace Covell 14, Southwest 7
Phi Delta Chi 20, DU 6
Phi Kappa Tau 7, Carter 0
(forfeit)
B Division 2
SAE 20, Casa Jackson 14
Grace Covell 7, Callison 0
(forfeit)
AKL 7, Ritter 0 (forfeit)
HEP, Pershing (double forfeit)
Casa Jackson 7, Callison 0
(forfeit)
DU 19, AKL 0
Powderpuff
Powderpuff
DG 10, Tri-Delta 6
Blind Faith, Covell (postponed
score unavailable)

Refreshments!

AUDI
AUDI
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scussing a certain problem and
ving at an immediate
^•ilution. During this clinic we
I ill really try to get to the heart
I [the matter."
Hijij
Counseling services will
PrS ?main the same Monday
the
trough Wednesday and on
riday, operating on a 9 - 5
sha^ -hcdule. Appointments on these
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1 jme-first-served" basis, except
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cases of emergency.
In addition to Mrs. Mason
and ct nd Sheuerman, the center has a
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re available on a part time
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WATER POLO, UOP vs.
DeAnza, Cupertino, 3pm.

Spartan Booters Kick HOP
UOP's soccer team found
itself on the short end of a 3 - 0 loss
against San Jose State. The game
was played last Saturday night at
Memorial
Stadium
under
threatening skies. Unfortunately
for UOP the rains never came.
In the first quarter, before
five minutes had elapsed, San
Jose State scored it's first goal.
The point was registered by San
Jose's left forward wing.
The second quarter resulted
in a standoff. UOP displayed
good
defensive
play
in
neutralizing a potent San Jose
forward line.
In the third quarter the UOP
offensive began to pressure the
San Jose defense. On a one-onone situation Carlos -Mazal of
UOP missed an open shot on the
goal. Shortly thereafter San Jose
made its second goal making the
score 2-0. It was the second goal
for the San Jose left forward
wing. He proved to be too fast and
tricky for the UOP defense.

During the fourth quarter
UOP was hit by a penalty. A free
shot was awarded to San Jose
when the UOP defense touched
the ball with it's hands in the
penalty zone. The shot was
converted by San Jose making
the score 3-0. Late in the quarter,
Javier Munoz, a fullback, moved
to the forward line in a desperate
attempt to put UOP on the board,
but it was to no avail.
Fernando Duk and Steve
Tierney displayed good
defensive play throughout the
game. The UOP offensive failed
to effectively test the San Jose
goalie. Most of the shots by the
UOP forwards were weak or
stray of their mark.
San Jose State proved to
be better coached and more
physically ready for Saturday's
game. This loss dropped UOP's
record to 3 wins, 5 losses, and 2
ties. Tomorrow at 4:30 pm UOP
hosts UC Berkeley at Memorial
Stadium.

Half-back Roberto Ishihara, who has done an outstanding job all
season, charges donfield in last Wednesday's game against Fresno
Pacific. UOP lost this game, 4-3.

Women Second
at San Jose

Poloists Face DeAnza
by Jim McCartney

Saturday, November 6
FOOTBALL, UOP vs Hawaii,
Stockton, 7:30 pm.
SOCCER, UOP vs. California,
acific Memorial Stadium, 4:30
pm.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING, UOP
vs. Stanford, UC Davis, UC
Berkeley, at Stanford.
TUESDAY, November 9
SOCCER, UOP vs. Santa Clara,
Pacific Memorial Stadium, 3:30
am.

Pacific's water polo team,
which came out even last
weekend with two wins and two
losses, will try to better its 11-9
record as they battle tough De
Anza Junior College in Cupertino
today at 3:30 pm.
"De Anza is one of the best
junior college teams ever
assembled," says Pacific coach
Bill Rose. "They are nearly on a
par with San Jose State, the
nation's top team."
Additionally, De Anza has a
fine coach in Art Lambert, who
coaches the US Olympic water
polo team.
Last Friday the Tigers easily

defeated Los Angeles State, 15-9.
In the afternoon Pacific tangled
with UC Santa Barbara and lost,
-16-11. An amazing 110 fouls were
called in that game, and a total of
fourteen people were either
ejected or fouled out.

by Sally Van Dyke

In a tri-meet with UC Davis
and San Jose State, UOP's
women's swim team took second
is the varsity division. Miss
Meyer states that she was very
pleased to see that each girl is
Saturday
Rose's
squad steadily improving as the season
travelled to Chico and lost to rolls along.
Chico State, 6-5, in a morning
This weekend, the Tigers will
contest. In the afternoon, Pacific
rebounded to beat Oregon, 14-10. face UC Berkeley, Stanford, and
Junior Mike Brousard scored San .Francisco State. All four
seven goals in that game and now teams will compete in a four-way
leads the Tigers in scoring with meet tomorrow at Stanford.
Winners for Pacific at San
46 goals. Freshman Steve Shaw
Jose were Dena Fracolli who
owns 45.

I UNCLASSIFIED ADS
'wanted: Used stereo set up Am
!interested in most anything. Leave
g message for John M. at 464-8742 or
|Pacifican office.

I
'For Sale: 14" Ski boat 120 hp V8
Sexcellent condition, $700. or will trade
I for 60 mp outboard motor or dirt bike.
il.arry Lapkin 462-9502.
Fast. Accurate. Terry
m Typing:
I Flaherty, Manchester House, Apt. 18,
I 478-42.
I For Sale: 70 watt Realistic Amplifier
!perfect condition. $65.00. Call 478|3934.

I
• TYPING: Dissertations, theses,
•term papers, etc: call Genevieve
• Macias at 478-0354 between 6pm and

I iopm

Pacific's Joe Dietrich (42) fires home a goal against UC Santa
Barbara last Friday. Despite Dietrich's four goals UOP lost to the
Gauchos, 16-11.
Specialists in:

SKIING
TENNIS
BACK PACKING
WATER SPORTS

6239 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, Bear
Valley A Silver
Basin.
Phone 478-3550

took the 50 and 100 yard
backstroke and Kathy Hislop
who captured first place honors
in the 100 and 200 yard freestyle.
Peggy Dillingham, another
winner, won the 100 yard IM and
Sandy Wheaton and Sue
Brashares both took second
places.
The team will be looking
forward to their meet this
weekend. Miss Meye' says that
this will be one of their most
important meets of the year and
that they have an excellent
chance of winning it.

I THE
COMMUNITY:
Relations
• Council needs people to work. A
• program and schedule is now being
• worked on. If you would like to work
Jin the community on a voluntary
!basis, or help eoordinte. contact Tom
• Montgomery or Tony Vaughn
|
through the ASUOP.
•

• TO SELL: $50 - 5 Stereo Speakers 478-

Parking Permits are '4527 - 1201 W. Downn - Mrs. Lentz
available. All permits will be
enforced as of NovemberJL

SKIS: must sell immediately . Sohler,
"spyder" metallics (RSL). Nordica
Boots and Poles. Will sell all for $75 or
best offer. Contact Tom 478-5509.
WANTED: Young Women 18 or over
desiring
acting
career;
no
experience necessary; must be
liberal-minded, willing to perform
intimate sexual acts. Inquire at 18
Grace Covell. All interactions are
strictly confidential.
WANTED: Responsible babysitter
for occasional weekends-Saturday
mornings to Sunday evenings. Call
466-1496 or 463-6683 Kathv.
WANTED: Ads for this section Cal
464-8742 or leave one at the Pacifican
Office c/o John Mondloch.
WANTED: Business major or
someone interested in making money
by bookkeeping and general work
Sophomore or junior apply only- »
Pacifican. 464-8742. or leave message
for John Mondloch.
MUST SELL: J968
Renault
automatic: excellent condition ana
low mileage: radial tires arx^
reclining seats: 465-3240
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by Larry Lapkin
"Binging design will never be
"A skier, for example, may
People don't take up skiing
for one of two reasons. Either experience lateral or twisting perfect," he said, "but if
they look funny in stretch pants, forces on his skis up to 6000 manufacturers can design a
or they're afraid of breaking a pounds for a very brief time binding that has the same
response throughout its dynamic
leg.
about one thousandth of a second
range, then you have the same
There's not much hope for when he's making a fast run
the former group, but the guys down a steep, icy slope. He safety factor no matter what the
force applied to it."
who worry about being able to couldn't tolerate anywhere near
Mote, who skis on Look
show up for work on Monday those forces if they were applied
Navada bindings himself "but
morning are getting some help over a much longer period of
from Dan Mote, associate time-say a tenth of a second- as I'm not recommending any
brand" emphasized that he has
professor
of
mechanical occurs in a slow fall."
engineering at the University of
So the missing element, no commercial interest in
California.
which has been found by Mote, is developing his own bindings.
The Berkeley prof is a time. Together, force and time "We're just trying to provide the
specialist in dynamic systems form a binding's dynamic range. criteria, " he said, "and for
and vibrations, and he has come
The trouble with present heaven's sakes, please don't
up with a radical new concept for bindings, he pointed out, is that make me out some kind of Ralph
the design of ski bindings, which they operate correctly only along Nader of the ski industry."
he prefers to call "dynamic a portion of they dynamic range
But isn't that what he's
couplers." Bindings or couplers, they are exposed to while in use. saying unsafe at any speed?
they are the devices-bolted onto
skis-which hold a skier's boots in
place as he slashes down the
slopes. In recent years, bindings
have been developed which
presumably release the skier's
boot if sufficient force is applied,
such as when he falls and his skis
dig into the snow.
These
bindings
were
originally
labelled "safety"
bindings. Later, however, the ski
industry decided this term was a
bit misleading and changed the
Styled for The Action
description
to
"release"
Man. No restriction..
bindings.
No wrinkles. 100%
The
According to Mote,
Polyester Double Knit
both terms are misleading.
moves with you!
Present bindings are neither safe
Wide belt loops,
nor do they release. "The main
weakness," he said, "is that
heel-to-toe flare.
bindings are now being designed
$18.00 in solids,
and adjusted
using static
$20.00 in patterns.
concepts, while skiing itself is a
dynamic situation."
"All current bindings are
tested purely on the basis of
static force," he said, but
obviously, a given binding
system can absorb forces for a
brief time that would cause
serious damage if they were
constant.

Sunday, October 24, Phi
Kappa Tau announced Joanie
Quinn of Delta, Delta, Delta as
their 1971 - 1972 "Belle." The
announcment was made in the
Gold Room after Mike Mordaunt
explained the history of Phi Tau
and the tradition of their' 'belle."
Afterwards, everyone was
invited back to Phi Tau for a
champagne reception.
Jim McCargow of Phi Kappa
Tau was selected "GPB
Moonman." He will be crowned
by Gamma Phi Beta with the
traditional ceremonies on the
night of the house's pledge dance
(November 12). The theme for
Gamma Phi's dance will be' 'The
Fabulous Fifties Frolic."
There will be intramural
soccer sign-up sheets available
in Room 8 of the athletic building
during the first week of
November. Anyone interested in
playing soccer will have to
complete registration by teams

•i SMACEY-TRES
S

Optical Company

FOR EYEWEAR
INALLSHAPES
ANDSHADES

qi.

j

3

• 478-5870
S 228 LINCOLN CENTER

MENS m

2112 Pacific On the Avenue
18 S. California Downtown Underground

iik..

before November 12, as the first
game will start the third week of
November. The soccer season
will be completed with the end of
the fall semester and will only
run four weeks. It is imperative
that all teams be registered
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placed first in oral interpretation
and Tim Dixon brought home
first place trophies in both
expository and extemporaneous
speaking. Sheri Podesto took
by Ken Nichols
third place in extemp and Bud
UQP's This tournament replaced the Starr placed second behind
Last
weekend,
one previously held by Stanford Dixon in expository.
Debate team brought home more
each year at this time.
In the debate competition the
trophies than they have in many
In the individualcompetition following day, UOP virtually
a year. At last count, the trophies
last Friday at Foothill, Albert swept the junior division.
and awards numbered at twenty.
Fierro received an excellence
Pacific also came in first in
award for his oratory on heroin
The tournament was the
addiction. Ken Nichols received debate at West Valley with the
Halloween Invitational held on
the superior award in the team of Jon Schamber and Linda
two separate campuses with the
expository speaking competition Horner bringing home the big
Junior division competing at
The senior division came one. Also the Pacific teams of
Foothill Junior College, and the
home
with even more trophies Tim Dixon-Linnea Johnson and
Senior division at West Valley
Bud Starr-Sheri Podesto were
JC. Competition included both from West Valley by placing first
tied for third place trophy.
in
all
events.
Marianne
Rivera
individual speaking and debate.

debate
returns

Hfcf

71
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When you know it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine .quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under Jewelers.

REGISTERED DIAMOND

Horn

RINGS

JIOO >o

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

-Zipkeepsake diamond MNGS. .ox «.
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Series: Part I

The Realities Of Being A Teacher

N

PARTI)nivpr<;itv of
the
PART
I: Dnpt
Does thp
the IUniversity
of the
Pacific adequately prepare teachers
for the realities of teaching?
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The following
those of Bud West,
Stockton Teachers
presently teaching

Unified School District. West has
formerly taught in the Stockton
Unified School District and is a
graduate of UOP.
The problem is not so much
preparing the potential teachers for
the reality of teaching, because
sticking them in a classroom for
student teaching pretty much
prepares anyone for the reality of
teaching. The problem as I see it is in
terms of preparing Pacific students
for teaching careers.
TEACHER AS PROFESSIONAL
A couple of basic questions in
education that are going to be
facing us are:
(1) Are we going to continue
this kind of "babysitting service?"
(2) Is the University going to
help its education majors learn to
do the creative kindsof things in the
classroom, and therefore work with
the kids, in such a way as to allow
the kids the freedom to learn and at
the same time allow the teacher the
freedom to go and do some new
things that he or she may not have
had the opportunity to do in his or
her own elementary, secondary, or
probably college careers?
The education department
teaches its students how to give a
State test and then instructs them in
a manner that's absolutely opposed
to the way they say everyone else
should teach. Instructors stand up
in front of the class and tell, tell the
students that the way to teach kids
in elementary schools is nottostand
up in front of the class and lecture at
them, but to actually work with
them
and
do
something
meaningful.
There's no way that teachers
are going to be able to break out of
that crap-ass way of teaching
because they've come all the way
from
kindergarten
through
x
number of years in college being
taught in that way. It's absolutely
stupid, silly, and worthless.
I think that the whole racket
that's run at Pacific and anywhere
else, really is sad. The kids come out
of training and go into the
classroom and then they realize that
there's a hell of a lot more to it than
standing up in front of the class,and
they realize that they weren't
turned on to the good kinds of
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responses are
president of the
Union, who is
in the Lincoln

by Carolyn Bennett

tparhinp
real Iv have a
teaching in school. You really
reality that you're faced with of 35
kids in the classroom and the
teachers that are all doing the same
things. How do you change it? Most
of them don't try; they just get
sucked in and they don't even
worry about it.
This situation reduces the new
teacher into becoming a second
class citizen. Until this fact is
presented to student teachers, and
they realize that this situation has to
change, then nothing is gained by
student teachers, or by UOP or
anything else. New teachers are
sucked into a system that is screwing
them, and that system is screwing
everyone else in the real world even
more.
GETTING RAPED
Another issue, which may be a
little more subtle, is the idea of "the
teacher as a second-class citizen."
The teacher is getting raped by the
public, and by the administration.
It's difficult to teach this kind of
thing, but this is a reality of teaching
that new teachers are going to be
faced with. They are going to be
caught in the middleofsomesortof
power structure, and they're going
to have to do something to either
change that situation or get out of it
and just quit teaching.
For more years than anybody
cares
to
remember, teachers
haven't had any real say in what
goes on in schools. The fact of the
matter is that teachers are getting
less now instead of more. This kind
of thing is certainly not helping the
teachers inside the classroom, nor
are the decisions that are made on
the outside about the classroom
structure helping either.
Pretty
much
of
what is
happening now is the perpetuation
of the same kind of miseducation
that has been going on, and UOP is
not really helping future teachers to
learn about the realities of their
future situation, in this case, the
policies of education.
As far as new trends in teaching
are concerned, UOP obviously
cannot teach the things that are
going to be around in the next
twenty years.
People
should
have
the
freedom to test out what they want
to learn. But the present situation in
the institutions that are trying to
teach future teachers how to teach
is that they do not allow that
freedom.
Being a relatively new teacher
myself,
and
knowing
many
relatively new teachers, these are
the kinds of things that need to be
changed. I'm not saying that we
shouldn't
give
new
aspiring
teachers things to grab onto like
curriculum; I think they certainly
should have the freedom to move in
the direction that they think they
should move in, but by cutting
down those directions you are also
cutting out a whole realm of
experiences that the kids and
teachers both will miss.
The following are excerpts
from an interview with Dr. Shirley
Jennings,
a
teacher
in
the
department of Education at the
University of the Pacific. These are
her responses to the question: Does
the University of the Pacific
adequately prepare teachers for the
realities of teaching?

I'm

aware

of

the

sDecific
specific

districts that come to the University
of the Pacific to interview our
candidates and I'm also aware of the
job market, and time and time again
the people from these different
districts will express a preference
for Pacific graduates. Personally l
really feel that we turn out
extremely top rate teachers.
During the mornings, my job is
to supervise student teachers in the
field, both at the elementary and
secondary level. I've had student
teachers in all of the surrounding
areas within a 50 mile radius; I have
been extremely pleased with their
lesson planning-they know how to
lesson plan; the majority of them
don't go into a class cold and expect
to ween it or waste student time.
I feel that most of our graduates
like kids-this comes through to
them at whatever level, whether
elementary or secondary. They've
been exposed to Learning in the
Learner and
they know the
foundations of needs and all the
other psychological foundations
that influence whether a child
learns or doesn't learn.
I think the School of Education
has made some really big steps
forward. First of all we're getting
our students out into the schools
earlier; throughout the program an
attempt is being made to get our
students into the schools in their
freshman or at the latest their
sophomore year, working as aides
and observing. This helps so that
they don't wind up as fourth and
fifth year students and go out
teaching and suddenly find that
they don't like education and hate
kids that makes for a pretty bum
teacher.
After the students finish their
course work
they have one
semester of supervised student
teaching in the field. In comparision
with places like San Jose where
there are hundreds and hundreds
of students and few professors, I
think we give excellent supervision.
I know that for my secondaries I
always try to see them at least once a
week
or every other week;
elementaries are visited ten to
twelve times in a fourteen week
period by their supervisor.
One of the first things we
supervisors try to do is support them
as much as possible, with the master
teacher, who is the teacher in the
school, working closely with the
student in the tightest possible
arrangement.
The School of Education has
handbooks outlining our duties, we
contact the master teachers and try
very hard to screen them, and for
the most part we have received very
fine co-operation in the schools.
Another part of our job is to
work with the master teacher who
in turn works very closely with the
student teacher thorughout the
experience. An important part of
my job is to make sure there is close
communication
between
the
master teacher and myself, to see if
there are any problems developing.
I personally feel that future teachers
are going out of the University of
the Pacific with a very good
foundation.
When the students leave the
university confines, it's like a
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traumatic
experience
when
traumatic
experience
wnen
suddenly you're on your own, and
I'm not sure how much we can
lessen that first trauma of realizing
one's responsibility for the whole
show. I think there are somethings
that certainly can be improved.
I would like to see the
secondary
student
teaching
program beefed up; at the present
we're only requiring them to
student teach two class periods per
day with one hour of preparation. I
think this is very unrealistic because
when they get their own job, they'll
be teaching a minimum of five
periods a day. So we're hoping to
geta more realisticstudentteaching
program for secondary; I think
elememtary has a very realistic
program-they get the full brut of it,
but secondary has it kind of easy
right now.
I think secondary level teachers
are more subject-matter oriented
that they are interested in the kids as
opposed
to
elementary
level
teachers where the opposite case
seems to hold true. Although I think
this is changing, the secondary level
people have tended to rely on the
lecture method more than perhaps
they should; research has indicated
that it's the least effective method.
As
far
as
motivation
is
concerned, they're trying newer
things like getting the kids more
involved through group work.
There's nothing horribly wrong
with the lecture method; I think
we've forgotten in the past that it's
only one method that can be used.
I see signs of teachers using
more student involvement group
projects, tagging on to the interests
of the kids. Although there are lots
and lots of critics of the curriculum
in schools, generally I think there
are many good things that we are
doing too.

Shirley Jennings
students meet these.
The comments expressed are
solely those of the participants
interviewed and do not necessarily
reflect the opinions and policies of
the
Pacifican.
We
are very
interested in you comments and
responses to this article as well as to
the idea of this series.

We're guided a lot by the State
in order for a student to receive a
credential and the credentials are
issued through the State; there are
requirements that the State Board
of Education requires, and our

Callison T.A. s
Get Reprieve
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Following
a Callison studentfaculty
meeting
and
a
postponement on decision, it was
finally voted that "teaching
assistants" will remain in the
capacities designated in a
proposal submitted by two
Callison juniors opposing TA's
instructing freshmen.
The two distinctions of TA's
made in the proposal are: those
students who have replaced
professors in classes and who are
responsible for essential parts of
those classes; and students
undertaking independent studies
which may include participation
in classroom situations. The
classes directly involved in this
are freshmen courses, meaning
50 of his year may be taught
under TA's.
Decision to employ TA's,
upper classmen and graduate
students in this capacity, was
decided upon last spring but it
remained up to individual faculty
members to decide if he wanted a
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teaching assistant.
Postponement on voting
until the following week gave an
appointed committee time to
actually
investigate
the
situation.
The committee went to
Raymond, COP and to the dean
there, Clifford Hand, and found
in all casesm, approval of TA's
there.
So these results were report
ed at the meeting following the
two-and-one-half-hour meeting
the week before. An even more
involved discussion developed
The question of trust, academie
freedom, student and faculty
rights, who should determine
how to judge the situation at
hand,
were
discussed
Innovation
and
experime0'
tation,
one of
Callison's
"traditions," was brought upaS
one of the generally agreed up°n
reasons why members finally
vote to maintain TA's.

